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    1 Deck the Halls 4:46    2 Jingle Bells 5:53    3 Let It Snow  5:03    4 Noel 5:33    5 Silent
Night 5:29    6 Noel Reprise 4:23     Daryl Minus - piano, keyboards  Eric Minus - bass, guitar,
drums    

 

  

I really enjoyed this album. I use it for my holiday gigs as the perfect appetizer at the beginning
of the night. I enjoy the work of Eric & Daryl and can't wait to hear what is next from Minus2. --
DJ AmRo, amazon.com

  

 

  

As the world of contemporary jazz music continues to expand and diversify, In Season Music
Group boldly introduces an innovative group with definitive style and substance. The brainchild
of two talented brothers, Daryl and Eric Minus, Minus2 uniquely combines Jazz, Funk, Gospel,
and R&B elements into a soul-stirring, colorful collage of urban instrumental artistry.

  

Between the two of them, the Minus brothers have been creating and performing diverse
musical styles for almost 30 years. The two began their musical journey as horn players in
elementary school with Daryl deciding to study trumpet and Eric choosing to pursue the
saxophone. After years of developing an instrumental foundation from their exposure to
classical and jazz music, the undeniable influences of gospel and funk eventually became well
known components of the Minus Repertoire. As their musical horizons broadened, the Minus
brothers picked up new instruments: Daryl gravitated towards the piano, and Eric focused his
energies on the bass, guitar, and drums. The evolution of the Minus2 sound has been years in
the making. The Brothers have now come full circle to create a signature sound of the own,
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using all the music influences that have shaped their creative existence over the years. Minus2
is a group with a purpose: To build artistic bridges between musical genres. ---cdbaby.com
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